CHAPTER THIRTY-EIGHT

THE SEPTUAGINT ADDITIONS (‘MISCELLANIES’) IN 1 KINGS 2
(3 REIGNS 2)
In the middle of chapter 2 in 1 Kings, the LXX (3 Reigns 2) has two long
additions, to be named here as Additions 1 and 2. After v. 35, the LXX
has 14 additional verses, traditionally denoted 35a-o, and after v. 46 there
are 11 additional verses, denoted 46a-l. These are not the longest
additions in the LXX of 3 Reigns, since in 12:24 the LXX adds no less than
24 verses (12:24a-z), and another long addition follows 1 Kgs 16:28 (28a-h).
These additions were noted long ago and their content has been
discussed in detail. Some scholars claim that the LXX reflects a Hebrew
version of 1 Kings which differed much from MT, while others ascribe
these deviations in the LXX to inner-Greek exegesis. Leaving the analysis
of the text-critical value of the additions to the second part of this study,
we first dwell on their content. These Additions, often named
‘Miscellanies,’ are characterized by the remarkable phenomenon that the
greater part of their contents recurs elsewhere in the Greek text of Kings,
albeit in a slightly different wording. Because of these discrepancies, one
of the suggested solutions can immediately be discounted, viz., that the
Greek translator repeated and rearranged fragments of his own
translation.
The contents of chapters 1–2 of MT are now reviewed in order to
enable an evaluation of the Additions in their context. The sections
which are common to the MT and LXX in 1:1–2:46 (the last days of David
and the accession of Solomon) are: 1:1–53 (the adoption of Solomon as
heir after the final crisis in the struggle for succession)—subdivided into:
the old age of David (1:1–4), the pretensions of Adonyah (1:5–10), the
counter-claims of Solomon (1:1–40), and the failure of Adonyah’s
attempt (1:41–53); 2:1–12 (David’s final charges to Solomon, the accession
of Solomon as sole king); 2:13–25 (the end of Adonyah); 2:26–35 (the
elimination of Adonyah’s party). After this section the LXX adds verses
35a-o (Addition 1), almost all of which recur elsewhere in 1 Kings:
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a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
k
l
m–n
o

= 1 Kgs 5:9
= 5:10
= 3:1; 6:38b (cf. 7:1)
= 5:29
cf. 7:24, 38 (11, 24)
= 11:27b; 9:24
= 9:25
= 9:23; 5:30
= 9:15, 17, 18; cf. 10:22a (LXX)
–
= 2:8a
= 2:8
= 2:9

After this Addition the common text of MT and the LXX continues with
the story of the death of Shimei (2:36–46), followed in the LXX by vv. 46al (Addition 2):
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
k
l

cf. 1 Kgs 5:9; 4:20
= 5:1; cf. 46k
cf. 9:18
cf. 9:18
= 5:2–3
= 5:4
= 5:4–5
= 4:2, 5, 6?, 3?, 4?, 6, 4, 5
= 5:6
cf. 46b, 5:1, 10:26a
= 4:1

Chapter 3 covers various aspects of Solomon’s reign: his marriage to the
daughter of Pharaoh (3:1), the worship on the high places (3:2–3), the
dream at Gibeon (3:4–15), his wisdom in the arbitration between the two
women (3:16–28), his administration (4:1–5:8), and his wisdom (5:9–14).
The content of the two Additions is analyzed next, especially their
inner logic and connection with the surrounding verses. The relevant
texts are adduced below:
(1) The Greek text of the Additions.
(2) The reconstructed Vorlage of the Additions.
(3) Elements of MT when differing from (2).
The Greek text is quoted according to Rahlfs’ edition, while the
retroversion of its underlying text is ours, for the greatest part covered
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by parallels in MT and further facilitated by the translator’s adherence to
the source text. References to these parallels are provided and the
differences between the reconstructed text and these parallels are
denoted in a third column. When no differences are denoted, the
reconstructed text is identical to the parallel in MT.
reference (+ parallel)

retroversion

parallel text (if different)

35a (= 5:9)
kai\\ e¶d wken
ku/rioß
fro/nhsin
twˆ Salwmwn
kai« sofi÷an
pollh\n
sfo/dra
kai« pla¿toß
kardi÷aß
wJß hJ a‡mmoß
hJ
para»
th\n qa¿l assan

˜tyw
‘h
hmkj
hmlçl
hnwbtw
hbrh
dam
bjrw
bl
ljk
rça
(tpç) l[
µyh

µyhla

tpç l[

35b (= 5:10)
kai« e˙plhqu/nqh
hJ fro/nhsiß
Salwmwn
sfo/dra
uJpe«r th\n fro/nhsin
pa¿ntwn
aÓrcai÷wn ui˚w◊n
kai« uJpe«r pa¿ntaß
froni÷m ouß
Ai˙g u/ptou

brtw
tmkj
hmlç
dam
tmkjm
lk
µdq ynb
lkmw
ymkj
µyrxm

–

tmkj

35c (= 3:1; 6:38)
kai« e¶laben

jqyw
–

th\n qugate÷ra
Faraw
kai« ei˙s h/gagen aujth\n

tb ta
h[rp
haybyw

hmlç
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ei˙ß th\n po/l in
Dauid
eºwß
suntele÷s ai aujto\n
–
to\n oi•kon aujtouv
kai« to\n oi•kon
kuri÷ou
e˙n prw¿toiß
kai« to\ tei√c oß
Ierousalhm
kuklo/qen
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ry[ la
dwd
d[
wtlk
–

wtyb ta
tyb taw
‘h
hnçarb
tmwj taw
µlçwry
bybs

(= 6:38; cf. 7:1)
e˙n e˚pta»
e¶tesin
e˙poi÷hsen
kai« sunete÷lesen

[bçb
µynç
(?) hç[
lkyw

35d (= 5:29)
kai« h™n
twˆ Salwmwn
e˚bdomh/konta
cilia¿deß
ai¶ronteß
a‡rsin
kai« ojgdoh/konta
cilia¿deß
lato/mwn
e˙n twˆˆ o¡rei

yhyw
hmlçl
µy[bç
πla
yaçn
lbs
µynmçw
πla
bxj
rhb

35e (cf. 7:24, 38 [11, 24])
kai« e˙poi÷hsen
Salwmwn
th\n qa¿l assan
kai« ta»
uJposthri÷gmata
kai« tou\ß louthvraß
tou\ß mega¿louß

ç[yw
hmlç
µyh ta
µy[qph taw
twrwykh taw
µyldgh

twnbl
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kai«
kai«
thvß
kai«
th\n

tou\ß stu/l ouß
th\n krh/nhn
aujlhvß
th\n qa¿l assan
calkhvn
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µydwm[h taw
tkrb taw
rxjh
µy taw
tçjnh

35f (= 11:27, 9:24)
kai« wÓˆkodo/mhsen
th\n a‡kran
kai« ta»ß e˙p a¿lxeiß
aujthvß
kai« die÷koyen
th\n po/l in
Dauid

˜byw
awlmh ta
(?) twrgsmh (taw)
≈rpyw
ry[ ta
dwd

ta rgs
≈rp

35f (= 9:24)
ou¢twß 1
quga¿thr
Faraw
aÓne÷bainen
e˙k thvß po/lewß
Dauid
ei˙ß
to\n oi•kon aujthvß
o§n
wÓˆkodo/mhsen
aujthvØ
to/te
wÓˆkodo/mhsen
th\n a‡kran

za
tb
h[rp
htl[
ry[m
dwd
la
htyb
rça
hnb
hl
za
hnb
awlmh ta

˚a

35g (= 9:25)
kai« Salwmwn
aÓne÷feren
trei√ß
e˙n twˆ e˙niautwˆ
oJlokautw¿seiß
kai« ei˙rhnika»ß

hmlçw
hl[h
(?) µym[p çlç
hnçb
twl[
µymlçw

1 For the equivalent, cf. Mich 3:4, Job 11:15. This reconstruction gives the best meaning to
the Vorlage of v. f, even though in the same verse za is rendered by tovte.
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e˙pi«
to\ qusiasth/rion
o§
wÓˆkodo/mhsen
twˆ kuri÷wˆ
kai« e˙qumi÷a
–
–
e˙nw¿p ion
kuri÷ou
kai« sunete÷lesen
to\n oi•kon

l[
jbzmh
rça
hnb
‘hl
ryfqhw
–
–

wta
rça

ynpl
‘h
µlçw
tybh ta

35h (= 9:23; 5:30)
kai« ou∞toi
oi˚ a‡rconteß
oi˚ kaqestame÷noi
e˙pi«
ta» e¶rga
touv Salwmwn
trei√ß
cilia¿deß
kai« e˚xako/s ioi
e˙pista¿tai
touv laouv
tw◊n poiou/ntwn
ta» e¶rga

hlaw
yrç
µybxnh
l[ (rça)
hkalmh
hmlçl
tçlç
µypla
twam ççw
µydrh
µ[b
µyç[h
hkalmb

35i (= 9:15, 17, 18; cf. 10:22a LXX)
kai«
th\n
kai«
kai«
kai«
th\n
kai«

wÓˆkodo/mhsen
Assour
th\n Magdw
th\n Gazer
th\n Baiqwrwn
e˙p a¿nw
ta» Baalaq

˜byw
rxj ta
wdgm taw
rzg taw
˜rj tyb taw
˜wyl[
tl[b taw

˜wtjt

35k2
plh\n

qr

2 35k has no parallel in the LXX. Against the traditional verse division, the first part of
the verse should probably be connected with v. i. With meta; tau`ta a new sentence starts.
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meta»
to\ oi˙kodomhvs ai
aujto\n
to\n oi•kon
touv kuri÷ou
kai« to\ tei√c oß
Ierousalhm
ku/klwˆ
meta» tauvta
wÓˆkodo/mhsen
ta»ß po/leiß
tau/taß
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yrja
wtnb
tyb (ta)
‘h
twmwj taw
µlçwry
bybs
˜k yrja
hnb
µyr[h ta
hlah

35 l
kai« e˙n twˆ e¶ti
Dauid
zhvn
e˙netei÷lato
twˆ Salwmwn
le÷gwn

dw[bw
dwd
yj
hwx
hmlç ta
rmal

(2:8)
jIdou\
meta» souv
Semeiœ
ui˚o\ß
Ghra
ui˚o\ß
spe÷rmatoß
touv Iemini
e˙k Cebrwn

hnh
˚m[
y[mç
˜b
arg
˜b
([rz)
ynymyh
˜wrbjm

µyrjbm

35m (= 2:8)
ou∞toß
kathra¿s ato/ me
kata¿ran
ojdunhra»n
e˙n h∞Ø hJme÷raˆˆ
e˙poreuo/mhn
ei˙ß parembola¿ß
35n (= 2:8)

awh
ynllq
hllq
txrmn
µwyb
ytkl
µynjm

awhw
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kai« aujto\ß
kate÷b ainen
ei˙ß aÓp anth/n moi
e˙pi« to\n Iorda¿nhn
kai« w‡m osa
aujtwˆ
kata» touv kuri÷ou
le÷gwn
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awhw
dry
ytarql
˜dryh
[bçaw
wl
‘hb
rmal

35n (= 2:8)
Ei˙
qanatwqh/setai
e˙n rJomfai÷aˆ

µa
tmwy / twmy
brjb

35o (= 2:9)
kai« nuvn
mh\
aÓqwˆw¿shØß aujto/n
o¢ti
aÓnh\r
fro/nimoß
su\
kai« gnw¿shØ
a§
poih/s eiß
aujtwˆ
kai« kata¿xeiß
th\n polia»n aujtouv
e˙n aiºmati
ei˙ß aˆ‚dou

ht[w
la
whqnt
yk
çya
µkj
hta
t[dyw
rça ta
hç[t
wl
tdrwhw
wtbyç ta
µdb
(h)lwaç

46a (cf. 5:9)
kai« h™n
oJ basileu\ß
Salwmwn
fro/nimoß
sfo/dra
kai« sofo/ß

yhyw
˚lmh
hmlç
µkj
dam
˜wbnw

(= 4:20; LXX >)
kai« Iouda

hdwhyw

˚tyma
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kai« Israhl
polloi«
sfo/dra
wJß hJ a‡mmoß
hJ
e˙pi« thvß qala¿sshß
ei˙ß plhvqoß
e˙sqi÷onteß
kai« pi÷nonteß
kai« cai÷ronteß
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larçyw
µybr
dam
lwjk
rça
µyh l[
brl
µylka
µytçw
µyjmçw

46b (= 5:1 MT; cf. 46k)
kai« Salwmwn
h™n
a‡rcwn
e˙n pa¿s aiß
tai√ß basilei÷aiß
kai« h™san
prosfe÷ronteß
dw◊ra
kai« e˙dou/leuon
twˆ Salwmwn
pa¿saß
ta»ß hJme÷raß
thvß zwhvß aujtouv

hmlçw
hyh
lçwm
lkb
twklmmh
wyhw
µyçgm
hjnm
wdb[yw
hmlç ta
lk
ymy
wyyj

–

µydb[w

46c (cf. 9:18)
kai« Salwmwn
h¡rxato
dianoi÷gein
ta» dunasteu/m ata
touv Liba¿nou

hmlçw
ljh
jtpl
tl[b ta3
˜wnblh

46d (cf. 9:18)
kai« aujto\ß
wÓˆkodo/mhsen

awhw
hnb

3 dunasteuv m ata, a hapax in the LXX and in Greek (LSJ), should probably be taken as
‘possessions,’ rendering tl;[}B' in 9:18 as tløo[B (thus most scholars after Montgomery
[below, n. 5] 128–9). The next verse, v. c, relates to 9:19 so that reference to v 18 is likely.
Both cities are not mentioned in Add. 1, i, where other cities from the list in chapter 9 are
listed.
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th\n Qermai
e˙n thvØ e˙rh/mw
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rmdt ta
rbdmb

46e (= 5:2 MT LXX)
kai« touvto
to\ a‡riston
twˆ Salwmwn
–
–
tria¿konta
ko/roi
semida¿lewß
kai« e˚xh/konta
ko/roi
aÓleu/rou
kekopanisme÷nou

hzw
µjl
hmlç

yhyw

–
–

µwyl
dja

µyçlç
rk
tls
µyççw
rk
jmq
(?) qd

–

(= 5:3 MT LXX)
de÷ka
mo/scoi
e˙klektoi«
kai« ei¶kosi
bo/eß
noma¿deß
kai« e˚kato\n
pro/b ata
e˙kto\ß
e˙la¿f wn
kai« dorka¿d wn
–
kai« ojrni÷qwn e˙klektw◊n
noma¿dwn

hrç[
rqb
µyarb
µyrç[w
rqb
y[r
hamw
˜ax
dbl
lyam
ybxw
–

µyrbrbw
(?) µyswba

46f (= 5:4)
o{ti
h™n
a‡rcwn
e˙n panti«
pe÷ran
touv potamouv

yk
awh
hdr
lkb
rb[
rhnh

rwmjyw
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aÓpo\ Rafi
eºwß
Ga¿zhß
e˙n pa◊s in
toi√ß basileuvs in
pe÷ran
touv potamouv

jyprm
d[ (w)
hz[
lkb
yklm
rb[
rhnh
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jsptm

46g (5:4–5)
kai« h™n
aujtwˆ
ei˙rh/nh
e˙k pa¿ntwn
tw◊n merw◊n aujtouv
kuklo/qen

hyhw
wl
µwlç
lkm
wyrb[
bybsm

(5:5)
kai« katw¿ˆkei
bçyw
Iouda
hdwhy
kai« Israhl
larçyw
pepoiqo/teß
jfbl
eºkastoß
çya
uJpo\
tjt
th\n a‡m pelon aujtouv
wnpg
kai« uJpo\
tjtw
th\n sukhvn aujtouv
wtnat
e˙sqi÷onteß
µylkwa
kai« pi÷nonteß
µytçw
aÓpo\ Dan
˜dm
kai« eºwß
d[w
Bhrsabee
[bç rab
pa¿saß
lk
ta»ß hJme÷raß
ymy
Salwmwn
hmlç
46h (= 4:2, 5, 6?, 3?, 4?, 6, 4, 5) 4
kai« ou∞toi
oi˚ a‡rconteß

hlaw
µyrçh

4 For a reconstruction of some of the names, see M. Rehm, “Die Beamtenliste der

Septuaginta in 1 Kön. 2, 46h,” in J. Schreiner (ed.), Wort, Lied, und Gottesspruch, Festschrift für
Joseph Ziegler (Würzburg 1972) 95–101.
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touv Salwmwn
Azariou
ui˚o\ß
Sadwk
touv i˚ere÷wß
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hmlçl rça
whyrz[
˜b
qwdx
˜hkh

wl rça

(?) hyndaw

whyrz[w

(= 4:5)
kai« Orniou
ui˚o\ß
Naqan
a‡rcwn
tw◊n e˙festhko/twn

˜b
˜tn
rç
µybxnh

l[

(= 4:6?)
kai« Edram
e˙pi«
to\n oi•kon aujtouv

(?) µrdaw

rçyjaw

l[
wtyb

(= 4:3?)
kai« Souba
grammateu\ß
kai« Basa
ui˚o\ß
Aciqalam
aÓnamimnh/Øs kwn

(?) açyçw

rpsh
?

µyrps
fpçwhy

˜b
?

dwlyja

rykzmh

(4:4?)
kai« Abi
ui˚o\ß
Iwab
aÓrcistra¿thgoß

?

whynbw

˜b
bawy
(?) abxh l[

[dywhy

(?) [ryjaw

µryndaw

˜b
adb[
l[
(?) açmh

smh

(4:6)
kai« Acire
ui˚o\ß
Edraiœ
e˙pi«
ta»ß a‡rseiß
(4:4)
kai« Banaia

whynbw
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ui˚o\ß
Iwdae
e˙pi«
thvß aujl arci÷aß
kai« e˙pi«
touv plinqei÷ou

˜b
[dywhy
l[
(?) ytrkh
l[w
(?) ytlph
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–
–
–
–

(4:5)
kai« Zacour
ui˚o\ß
Naqan
–
oJ su/mbouloß

rwkzw
˜b
˜tn

dwbzw

–
(?) ≈[wyh
–

˜hk
h[r
˚lmh

46i (= 5:6)
kai« h™san
twˆ Salwmwn
tessara¿konta
cilia¿deß
toka¿d eß
i‚ppoi
ei˙ß a‚rmata
kai« dw¿d eka
cilia¿deß
i˚ppe÷wn

yhyw
hmlçl
µy[bra
πla
twra
µysws
wbkrml
rç[ µynçw
πla
µyçrp

46k (cf. 46b, 5:1, 10:26a)
kai« h™n
a‡rcwn
e˙n pa◊s in
toi√ß basileuvs in
aÓpo\
touv potamouv
kai« eºwß
ghvß
aÓllofu/l wn
kai« eºwß
oJri÷wn
Ai˙g u/ptou

yhyw
lçm
lkb
µyklmh
˜m
rhnh
d[w
≈ra
µytçlp
d[w
lwbg
µyrxm

46 l (= 4:1)
Salwmwn

hmlç
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ui˚o\ß
Dauid
e˙basi÷leusen
e˙pi«
–
Israhl
kai« Iouda
e˙n Ierousalhm
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˜b
dwd
˚l'm;
l[

˚l,m,

–

lk

larçy
hdwhyw
µlçwryb

–
–

Three types of material are recognized among the additional verses:
1. Most verses almost verbatim repeat translations found elsewhere in
the LXX of the first eleven chapters of 1 Kings. In these instances for each
verse found in the Hebrew Bible, e.g. 1 Kgs 5:9, the corresponding Greek
text occurs twice, once ad loc. (3 Reigns 5:9 LXX) and once in 1 Kgs 2:35a.
Sometimes the two Greek renderings are (almost) identical, while in
other instances the Addition differs from the parallel Greek version.
2. The additional verses run parallel to verses found elsewhere in MT,
but in the corresponding place in the LXX no Greek translation is found
(cf. n. 14).
3. Verses or parts of verses which have no counterpart in the MT or
LXX of 1 Kings (e.g., v. 35k).
In his monograph devoted to the Additions, Gooding, Relics repeatedly refers to them as ‘a strange phenomenon.’ The very collection of
these verses, most of which occur also elsewhere in the MT and LXX, is
indeed unusual. Furthermore, it is surprising to find two collections of
similar content next to one another, the first after v. 35 and the second
after v. 46.
Different views have been expressed on the nature of the two
Additions. In order to assess the data, the context of both Additions and
the internal sequence of their components are discussed first.
The first Addition follows the story of the death of Adonyah (2:13–25),
and the elimination of his party (2:26–35). After the Addition, the text
continues with the story of Shimei. At this stage Solomon is not yet the
central figure in the story—as in chapter 3 onwards—and hence the
Addition in the LXX after v. 35 does not fit its context, as it presents
Solomon as already being the central figure in the story. Thus, from a
contextual point of view, the greater part of the Addition is
inappropriate. Its central themes are Solomon’s wisdom, marriage,
offerings, officers, and building operations, and furthermore it contains
an introduction to the story of Shimei, parallel to MT 2:8–9. The story of
Shimei itself is presented in MT (and the LXX) in 1 Kgs 2:36–46, so that
the introduction (35l–o) immediately precedes the canonical story itself.
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The latter part of Addition 1 (35l–o) is thus appropriate from a
contextual point of view, but the main part (35a–k) is not. Furthermore,
most of the details are premature in the context, and they also occur
twice in the text.
Also Addition 2 deals with various subjects: like Addition 1, it begins
with Solomon’s wisdom, and continues with various aspects of
Solomon’s dominion, the extent of his kingdom, and the statistics
regarding his provisions, officers, and horses. In a way, Addition 2 is
contextually appropriate, as in MT Solomon is the main figure from
chapter 3 onwards (Addition 2 immediately precedes chapter 3). Yet the
reader is struck by the inappropriate placing of this Addition, since
many of its elements are premature, and furthermore most of them are
repeated in 4:20–5:6.
Thus, from a contextual point of view, the greater part of both
Additions is inappropriate. On the other hand, the last verses of
Addition 1 (35l–o = 2:8–9) are contextually appropriate, as they introduce the story of Shimei.
We now turn to the internal logic of the Additions. After a general
description of Solomon’s wisdom (35a–b = 5:9–10), Addition 1 moves to
Solomon’s marriage to Pharaoh’s daughter (c = 3:1, 6:38b). Next come
three details about Solomon’s building activities: the preparations for
building the temple (d = 5:29), the temple utensils (e = elements in
chapter 7), and a few details concerning other building activities in
Jerusalem (f a = 11:27b). The story then returns to Pharaoh’s daughter (fb
= 9:24). This verse may continue the account of Solomon’s marriage
mentioned in c = 3:1 (see below). The text continues with a listing of
Solomon’s offerings (g = 9:25) and of the number of Solomon’s chief
officers (h = 9:23). Addition 1 then returns to Solomon’s building
activities (i = 9:15, 17, 18), to which a remark is added (k) which has no
counterpart in MT.
The text now proceeds with no break to the introduction to the story
of Shimei (1 a [without parallel]; 1b = 2:8a, m = 2:8 g; n = 2:8d; o = 2:9).
When turning to the sequence of ideas in Addition 1, we first refer to the
juxtaposition of its two main parts, a–k (Solomon) and l–o (introduction
to the story of Shimei). This sequence remains problematical, although
unrelated issues are also juxtaposed in MT.
The main issue in analyzing vv. a–k remains whether or not they
follow a certain scheme. We tend to deny any consistent logic in these
verses, although some principles are discerned. The Addition does not
consist of a summary of Solomon’s activities for such a summary would
be more extensive. Nor does the Addition present an anthology of verses
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devoted to one single subject. Two themes for anthologies have been
suggested. According to Montgomery5 and later Gooding6 in much
greater detail, Addition 1 contains an anthology of verses relating to
Solomon’s wisdom and building activities. G. Krautwurst argued that
the building activities were the central issue of the Additions.7
One of the main arguments against these suggestions is the fact that
the text itself does not provide sufficient clues for any one of them. The
fact that the first two verses of Addition 1 refer to Solomon’s wisdom
does not make the whole Addition into an anthology of verses on
Solomon’s wisdom. Furthermore, how does Solomon’s marriage, the list
of his officers and his many relate to the mentioned topics?
A further problem in discerning a central topic in Addition 1 is that its
internal logic is not always evident.
1. The beginning of verse f mentions that Solomon built the awlm
(a[k ra). Therefore the phrase at the end of that verse (‘then he built the
awlm’) contradicts its beginning. This contradiction, not found in the LXX
(9:9) where the last words of MT 9:24 are lacking, is created by the
juxtaposition in verse f of MT 11:27 and 9:24.
2. According to verse c (= 3:1) Solomon brought Pharaoh’s daughter
to David’s city, which was to be her temporary dwelling (in the
meantime Solomon wanted to finish building his own house and the
house of the Lord). To this text, which appears more or less in the same
form in 3:1, v. c adds (cf. 6:38) ‘in seven years he (vid., Solomon) did
(this) and finished (it).’ In a rewritten text, a prediction of the length of
the building activities is possible. It is likewise possible that the verses
are arranged thus so as to show that Solomon finished his building
activities before bringing his wife to the new house. However, vv. d–e do
not refer to those building activities. Moreover, only verse g (= 9:25),
appearing in the text after Pharaoh’s daughter is brought to her new
house, mentions explicitly that Solomon finished building ‘the house,’
i.e., the temple. The sequence of verses in the Addition thus does not
reflect the intention which Gooding, Relics, 18–29 ascribes to them.
3. Due to a textual mishap, verse f (11:27) probably states exactly the
opposite of what it intended to say. The verse which is quoted in the
Addition, 11:27, says that ‘Solomon closed the city of David’
(rgsyw
5 J.A. Montgomery, “The Supplement at End [sic] of 3 Kingdoms 2 (I Reg. 2),” ZAW 50
(1932) 124–129, esp. 129.
6 Gooding, Relics, chapter 2, 8. See also his earlier articles “The Shimei Duplicate and Its
Satellite Miscellanies in 3 Reigns II,” JSS 13 (1968) 76–92; “Text and Midrash.”
7 G. Krautwurst, Studien zu den Septuagintazusätzen in 1 (3.) Könige 2 und ihren Paralleltexten (diss. Mainz 1977), esp. 75, 82—see my review in BiOr 39 (1982) 629–631.
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dwd ry[ ta), while the Addition has Solomon ‘break through’ the city of
David (kai; dievk oyen th;n povl in Dauid, probably = dwd ry[ ta ≈rpyw). The
text of the Addition probably resulted from a confusion with the next
word in 11:27 (≈rp). The same text recurs in the LXX of 10:22a (parallel to
MT 9:15), but here the idea is phrased correctly: tou` perifravxai to;n
fragmo;n th`ı povlewı Dauid.
It is hard to discover a guiding principle behind the sequence of the
verses in Addition 1, and no theme is recognizable. In a way, this is not
problematic, since MT also contains unusual sequences of verses, e.g.,
the first three verses of chapter 3. The first verse of chapter 3 (= 35c)
refers to Solomon’s marriage to Pharaoh’s daughter. The second verse of
that chapter states that the ‘people’ were (still) ‘sacrificing at the high
places because no house has yet been built for God.’ The third verse
relates that Solomon loved the Lord, but he sacrificed on the high places.
There does not appear to be any connection between verses 1 and 2.
Likewise, what is the connection among 9:23, 24, 25, 26, which, too, are
repeated in Addition 1? V. 23 summarizes the number of Solomon’s
officers. V. 24 jumps to another subject: ‘But Pharaoh’s daughter went up
from the city of David to her own house which Solomon had built for
her; then he built the Millo.’ V. 25 deals with yet another topic,
Solomon’s offerings, while v. 26 (as well as vv. 27–28) refers to Solomon’s
fleet. It should be remembered that Montgomery, who initiated the use
of the term Miscellany for the Additions in the LXX of 1 Kings 2, actually
used the same term for the Hebrew text of 4:20–5:14, 9:10–10:29.8
We now turn to details which indicate an editorial intention of some
kind:
1. The fact that verse c (against 3:1 quoted here) does not explicitly
mention that Solomon married Pharaoh’s daughter may indicate that
these words have been omitted intentionally. As noted by Gooding,
Relics, 70–71, this tendency is also visible in the midrash.
2. The connection between 3:1 and 6:38, made in v. c, shows editorial
design.
3. Verse k, which has no counterpart in MT, and which stresses that
Solomon embarked on the building of the cities (i = 9:15–18) after he
finished building the temple and the walls of Jerusalem, shows editorial
intervention. This addition was needed since vv. h–i mention the
building of cities in the context of building the temple. Although MT
states that the temple had already been finished and dedicated, an
inattentive reader of this Addition might infer wrongly from the context
8 J.A. Montgomery, The Books of Kings (ICC; Edinburgh 1951) 126, 180, 204.
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that the building of cities preceded that of the temple. That the sequence
of the building activities was important to Addition 1 is also shown by
the addition (to the biblical text) in verse c of ejn prwvtoiı (= hnçarb?),
showing that the building of Solomon’s house and the temple preceded
that of the building of the walls.9
4. Verses 35l–o run parallel to 2:8–9, but are introduced by an editorial
remark which was needed in the context, since they were removed from
their original context, viz., David’s last words to Solomon. The text of
this editorial addition may be reconstructed as: hmlçl wxyw yj dwd dw[bw
rmal.
5. The phrase wl rça in 4:2 refers to Solomon, mentioned in the
previous verse. In the new context of the quotation of this verse in 46h
the subject had to be spelled out: hmlçl rça.
Addition 1 thus contains an amorphous collection of verses related to
Solomon (a–k) as well as a second introduction to the story of Shimei (l–
o). There is no common theme. The fact that the location of vv. l–o is not
coincidental may suggest that the location of vv. a–k is not coincidental
either, but no explanation seems to be available. Some editorial
intervention in Addition 1 is apparent.
The analysis of Addition 2 is easier, as it is contextually appropriate.
Yet, its constituent elements repeat elements occurring elsewhere and
they are mentioned prematurely. It is not difficult to recognize an
organizing principle behind Addition 2, as it runs parallel to a complete
section in MT (4:20–5:6), whose text it reproduces with some changes.
Addition 2 is thus less enigmatic than Addition 1.
The text starts off, as in Addition 1, with a generalized remark
concerning Solomon’s wisdom, adjoined with a statement about the
well-being of the Israelites (a = 4:20). After a detailing of the extent of
Solomon’s rule and the people paying duties to him (b = 5:1), there are
details concerning Solomon’s building activities (c–d, cf. 9:18). Verses e–g
continue with chapter 5, viz., 5:2–5. These verses deal with the provisions
consumed by Solomon’s household (e = 5:2, 3), the extent of his
dominion (f = 5:4), the peaceful results of his rule (g = 5:4), and
Solomon’s officers (h = 4:2–6). Verse i of the Addition continues with
chapter 5 (verse 6), mentioning the number of Solomon’s horses. It ends
with general statements about the extent of Solomon’s dominion (k) and
his rule in Jerusalem (l = 4:1).
Addition 2 follows some kind of design as it starts and ends with
general statements about Solomon’s wisdom, the extent of his dominion
9 According to Gooding, Relics, 8, the additional ej n prwvtoiı shows that the building of
the temple preceded that of Solomon’s house.
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(a–b, k), and the tranquility of his reign (k). The middle section basically
follows the MT of the first verses of chapter 5, expanded from other
sources, especially 4:2–5. Since the first verse (a) expands 4:20, and since
this verse immediately precedes chapter 5, Addition 2 contains an
expanded version of MT 4:20–5:6 (against the traditional chapter
division).
This Addition, then, is construed around a segment of MT, and not
around a central theme, as claimed by Gooding. The section is not
midrashic, nor does it focus on Solomon’s wisdom.
Additions 1 and 2 are probably somehow connected. Both start off
with statements about Solomon’s wisdom and both deal with similar
subjects concerning Solomon’s reign, dominion, building activities, and
life. There are few duplications of details, and those that occur in a way
supplement one another. Addition 1 focuses more on the personal life of
Solomon than Addition 2. One of the cities which is left out in the list in
Addition 1 (Tadmor) is mentioned in Addition 2 (46d).
Thus, because of their similarity, Additions 1 and 2 may have
constituted once one unit, now separated by the story of Shimei.
When turning to the background of both Additions, we first focus on
the relationship between the text of the Greek Additions and the
wording of their counterparts in the Greek. The issue which should be
examined especially is whether the two Greek versions are related to
each other. For this comparison it does not suffice to point to just any
similar or identical Greek formulation of the Hebrew source text. Many
similarities are, in a way, coincidental if the same translation technique
and system of equivalents are applied to the source texts. Small
differences are also not indicative of any special relation, since any
translator may have varied his translation equivalents occasionally. We
therefore look for unique agreements between the Greek text of the
Additions and their counterparts in the canonical text of the LXX. Several
such renderings are recognized:
1.
35d a[rsin = 1 Kgs 5:29 LXX (MT lB;s'). In both places lB;s' is read
as lb≤s,e rendered by a[rsiı, also occurring in some other verses in the
books of Reigns.
2.
46e ajleuvrou kekopanismevnou (= qd jmq?) repeats the LXX of 5:2.
The rare word kekopanismevnou occurs in both places, elsewhere
appearing only in Dan 7:7 (= qqd).
3.
Note the following special equivalents:
35h = 9:23
µydrh - ejpistavtai
35m = 2:8
txrmn - ojdunhravn
46e = 5:3
y[r
- nomavdeı
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46e = 5:3
lya(m) - ejl avfwn (note the plural)
46e = 5:3
ybxw
- kai; dorkavdwn
46g = 5:5
jfbl - pepoiqovteı
4.
46e kai; ojrnivq wn ejk lektw`n = µyrbrbw, reflecting etymological
exegesis of rbrb from the root (r)rb similar to the rendering of µyarb
with ejklektoiv earlier in the verse, is found in both Addition 2 and in the
LXX ad loc.
These unique similarities prove that the Additions were probably
rendered by the same person who translated the main text of 1 Kings.
This translator was not always consistent, since some differences in
translation equivalents are recognized,10 but this is a common feature
also elsewhere in the LXX. The text of the Additions has not been taken
from the Greek text of the parallel verses, since there are too many
differences between the two sets of verses, showing that different
Hebrew Vorlagen are involved.
The Additions were originally written in Hebrew, as is evident from
the translation of the canonical verses, and also of some elements which
have no counterpart in the LXX. In those verses, Hebraistic renderings
can be detected which make the possibility of a Hebrew origin very
likely (cf. TCU, 83–85):
35k plh;n meta; to; oijkodomh`s ai aujtovn - wtnb yrja qr
35l ejn tw`/ e[ti Dauid zh`n - yj dwd dw[b
46g kai; h\n aujtw`/ eijrhvnh ejk pavntwn tw`n merw`n aujtou` kuklovq en - wl hyhw
bybs wyrb[ lkm µwlç.
The Additions are indeed a ‘strange phenomenon,’ especially
Addition 1, and it is questionable whether they comprise literary units.
Of the scholars who studied the Additions in detail, Hänel,11
Montgomery, “Supplement,” Gooding, Relics, and Krautwurst (n. 7)
recognized common themes, but the former two denied literary unity.
Hänel, 76, is rather extreme, since he speaks of a ‘Variantensammlung,’ a
conclusion that comes rather close to that of Trebolle (‘compilación de
textos hebreos fragmentarios’).12 Montgomery, “Supplement,” talks
about ‘supplementary material,’ ‘supplement,’ ‘miscellaneous material,’
10 35n katevb ainen (dry), 2:8 katevbh; 35n ejpi; , 2:8 eijı; 35n kata; tou` kurivou (‘hb), 2:8 ej n
kuriv w / ; 35o frov nimoı (µkj), 2:9 sofovı.
11 J. Hänel, “Die Zusätze der Septuaginta in I Reg 2, 35a–o und 46a–l,” ZAW 47 (1929)
76–79, esp. 76.
12 J. Trebolle, “Testamento y muerte de David,” RB 87 (1980) 87–103, esp. 101. Further
references are mentioned there and in id., Salomon y Jeroboan, Historia de la recensión y
redacción de 1 Reyes, 2–12; 14 (Bibliotheca Salamanticensis 3; Salamanca/Jerusalem 1980),
esp. 278, 321.
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and ‘compilation.’ He recognized the ‘loose connection’ between the
verses, indicating ‘that we are dealing with fragments from the text that
exists in Kings, and we gain no light on the earlier status of the material.’
Also Gooding, Relics, 106, accepts this loose connection: ‘the miscellanies
are collections of alternative translations, variant readings, glosses,
doublets and the like.’ At the same time, he adds ‘... but what is special
about the miscellanies is ... and also that the items have been carefully
edited and worked up into themes (see chapter 2).’ However there is too
little positive evidence in favor of such a ‘careful editing,’ even though
elsewhere in 1 Kings the LXX possibly reflects such midrashic exegesis,
as suggested by Gooding in a long series of articles.13 Consequently, we
cannot accept the view of Gooding, Relics, 106, that the miscellaneous
material has been ‘worked up into two themes,’ and afterwards ‘... have
been inserted into the running narratives as paragraphs in their own
right.’ The latter view is problematical, since the first of these
‘paragraphs’ has no intelligible connection with its context. Gooding,
Relics, 107, further states: ‘they are carefully arranged [my italics, E.T.] so
that their very arrangement serves the purpose of making some
midrashic point. They are the work not merely of a textual critic but of a
Biblical expositor.’ It seems that these claims are not supported by the
evidence, although some editorial intervention has been recognized.
The evidence leads to somewhat nihilistic views, based on the
conviction that at least Addition 1 does not form a literary unit. Since the
Additions contain some verses that are lacking in their natural place in
the canonical parts of the LXX,14 and others are found in different parts
of the LXX,15 it is not impossible that these verses were collected. This
assumption leads to the idea of a ‘Variantensammlung’ suggested by
Hänel (n. 11). This suggestion refers only to a small section of the verses
of Additions 1 and 2. Furthermore, it is not easy to under-stand why
these collections were placed at their present locations at the end of the
second book of Reigns (roughly = 2 Samuel). It has been suggested by
Montgomery that 2 Reigns did not end after 1 Kgs 2:35, as most scholars
13 For references, see Gooding’s summarizing article “Text and Midrash.”
14
Add. 1 v. f d = MT 9:24b

Add. 1, v. 9 = MT 9:25
Add. 2, v. a b = MT 4:20
Add. 2, v. b = MT 5:1
Add. 2, v. fb = MT 5:4
Add. 2, v. gb = MT 5:5
Add. 2, v. hb, d = MT 4:3, 4
15 Part of 5:1, lacking in the LXX, but found in Add. 2, v. 8b, also occurs in an addition to
the LXX of 10:26. The same applies to 5:6 (= Add. 2, v. i). 3:1 (Add. 1, v. c) is not represented
in the LXX ad loc., but appears in the LXX of 4:31.
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surmise on the basis of the Lucianic evidence, but after 1 Kgs 2:10 (after
David’s death). In the words of Montgomery, “Supplement,” 125, ‘The
history of David having been concluded and the history of Solomon
from c. 3 on not having been taken in hand, spare folios at the end of the
volume were used for registering materials of the history of Solomon
that were of interest to scribes.’ It may be surmised that these verses
were collected at the beginning of 3 Reigns (1 Kings), although it is
unclear where exactly that book started (2:11 or 2:36). This assumption is
particularly attractive in view of the repetition in Addition 1 (35l–o) of the
introduction to the Shimei story (1 Kgs 2:8–9). Since the main body of
that story (1 Kgs 2:36–46) was contained in 1 Kings (3 Reigns), it is
understandable that someone repeated the introduction to the story from
1 Kgs 2:8–9, since the original introduction was found in a different scroll
(2 Reigns = 2 Samuel).
In conclusion, the two Additions reflect some editorial intervention
such as the correct location of Addition 1, vv. l–o (= 2:8–9), as an
introduction to the story of Shimei. Addition 2 reflects an organizing
principle, as it is arranged around 1 Kgs 4:20–5:6. At the same time, the
internal difficulties and inconsistencies as well as the duplications
between Addition 1 and Addition 2 complicate the analysis. It therefore
seems that the two Additions reflect collections of variants and other
miscellaneous material in which an editor intervened slightly. Some of
the details in these Additions are more original than their counterparts in
the main text.16

16 Thus Rehm with regard to the list of Solomon’s officers (above, n. 4). Note also the
inexplicable words rça wta of MT 9:25, lacking in 35g.

